
Complete each proverb or adage.

10) No is an island.

6) A little knowledge is a thing.

5) The is mightier than the sword.

4) favors the bold.

2) .Beggars can’t be

3) that feeds you.Don’t

1) The squeaky wheel gets the .

8) The enemy of my enemy is my .
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7) Laughter is the best .

9) There is no place like .

A proverb is a short common saying that gives a valuable piece of 

advice or practical wisdom. Proverbs are more widely used than 

adages. 

An adage is a short memorable saying that contains a universal truth.

Adages have a longer history than proverbs. 
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Complete each proverb or adage.

10) No is an island.man

6) A little knowledge is a thing.dangerous

5) The is mightier than the sword.pen

4) favors the bold.Fortune

2) .choosersBeggars can’t be

3) that feeds you.bite the handDon’t

1) The squeaky wheel gets the grease .

8) The enemy of my enemy is my friend .

Answer keyName :
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7) Laughter is the best medicine .

9) There is no place like home .

A proverb is a short common saying that gives a valuable piece of 

advice or practical wisdom. Proverbs are more widely used than 

adages. 

An adage is a short memorable saying that contains a universal truth.

Adages have a longer history than proverbs. 
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